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ABSTRACT
Several activities around the world aim at integrating object-oriented data models with relational ones in order to improve database management systems. As a first result of these activities,
object-relational database management systems (ORDBMS) are already commercially available and, simultaneously, are subject to several research projects. This (position) paper reports
on our activities in exploiting object-relational database technology for establishing repository
manager functionality supporting software engineering (SE) processes. We argue that some of
the key features of ORDBMS can directly be exploited to fulfill many of the needs of SE processes. Thus, ORDBMS, as we think, are much better suited to support SE applications than any
others. Nevertheless, additional functionality, e. g., providing adequate version management, is
required in order to gain a completely satisfying SE repository. In order to remain flexible, we
have developed a generative approach for providing this additional functionality. It remains to
be seen whether this approach, in turn, can effectively exploit ORDBMS features. This paper,
therefore, wants to show that ORDBMS can substantially contribute to both establishing and
running SE repositories.
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1. INTRODUCTION
1.1 Project
The Sonderforschungsbereich 501 ‘Development of Large Systems with Generic Methods’
(SFB 501), which was founded by the Deutsche Forschungsgemeinschaft (DFG) contains
(among others) the (sub-)project Supporting Software Engineering Processes by Object-Relational Database Technology. In this project we consider new object-relational database technology [13, 17] with respect to developing systems, allowing comprehensive data management in
software engineering (SE) processes, and, in cooperation with the infrastructure (sub-)project
that runs the SE Laboratory of the SFB 501, we want to provide a corresponding SE-repository.
Comprehensive data management encompasses both, managing project data (project database)
related to a current development process as well as managing experience data (experience da1. This work is supported by the Deutsche Forschungsgemeinschaft (DFG) as part of the Sonderforschungsbereich
501 ‘Development of Large Systems with Generic Methods’.
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tabase, [4]), i. e., information gained during (completed) processes and showing a high potential
of being efficiently reused in subsequent processes.2 Throughout this paper, we use the term SE
repository as a kind of superordinate concept encompassing both, project data as well as experience data management. We will discuss to which extent object-relational DBMS can be directly exploited to fulfill requirements of SE repositories, and, additionally, how they can substantially contribute to generate repository manager functionality.
1.2 Object-Relational Database Systems
Currently, the approved (key) features of relational database systems (RDBMS), e. g., transactions, queries, views, and integrity maintenance, are integrated with the advantageous features
of object-oriented database systems (OODBMS), e. g., support for complex objects and userdefined data types, leading to so-called object-relational database systems [13, 17]. ORDBMS
are currently considered to be the most successful trend in DBMS development (see the evolving SQL3 standard [22]). Many of the properties of current-generation-ORDBMS3 do effectively support the special needs of SE applications. From our viewpoint, the most important
benefits are:
• Enriched Modeling Concepts and Extensibility
ORDBMS offer a rich type system which allows to define abstract data types, arrange types
in inheritance hierarchies, map relationships as references and define complex data types
with the help of type constructors. Furthermore, an infrastructure for handling large objects
is provided. The set of predefined data types may be extended [14] by user-defined data types
(UDT), which, in turn, may be used to construct even more complex UDTs. Additionally, extensibility allows to express behavioral aspects by means of so-called user-defined functions
(UDF). As we will see below, these mechanisms are extremely beneficial w. r. t. the SE application area.
• Access to External Data
Several mechanisms are provided to extend database processing to data that is not directly
stored in the database, but, e. g., held in the file system. These mechanisms allow development tools to store data in files, but, simultaneously, these data can be accessed and controlled
via the database interface of the SE repository manager.
• Infrastructure for Managing VITA Data Formats
Most ORDBMS vendors offer predefined extensions for managing video, image, text, or audio data. Text (and image) facilities, for example, are helpful to manage documentations,
technology descriptions, or annotations. Even video/audio management may be reasonably
exploited in SE, e. g., to store videos of inspection meetings or oral documentations and training material.
• Infrastructure for Access via WWW
Also among the predefined extensions of most ORDBMS vendors are mechanisms to connect database applications to the WWW. These are extremely helpful to bridge heterogeneity
and, thereby, provide appropriate interfaces in a distributed system environment.
2. Due to simplicity we will use the notion experience elements [7] for both kinds of data throughout this paper.
3. Although we are using a certain commercially available ORDBMS to implement our approach, we do not want
to detail specific features of different systems. Thus, we use the term ORDBMS as providing a union of features
offered by the leading commercially available DBMS or provided in the SQL3 standard.
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Obviously, the mentioned features of ORDBMS can efficiently be exploited to fulfill requirements of SE applications. The following section will discuss this issue. Nevertheless, current
ORDBMS are by far no panacea; there are many data management demands that cannot be directly fulfilled by exploitation of an ORDBMS, but must be met by providing additional system
components. We think that this additional functionality can be provided by generic methods,
which, in turn, may be based on object-relational database technology, as we will show in a separate section below.

2. DIRECT EXPLOITATION OF ORDBMS FEATURES
The enriched object-oriented modeling features of ORDBMS help model the complex object
structures of SE applications. Project as well as experience data can be structured adequately by
means of object-orientation, especially inheritance, type constructors, and references. For example, in our SE repository the primary experience data is (logically) structured into the areas
process modeling, qualitative experience, technologies, component repositories, measurement,
and background knowledge [8, 10]. Actually, the experience elements [7] (each associated with
one of the mentioned areas) are large objects, which can be stored in the database by using the
management features for CLOBs (character large objects) or BLOBs (binary large objects) offered by ORDBMS. Considering experience elements as large objects has the following reason.
During a running SE process, design tools are applied that store data in proprietary formats by
using the file system. Since these data are needed by the originating tool or other tools in the
proprietary format, it is not reasonable to transform and store them in the database. Nevertheless, due to consistency reasons, a more integrated data management is wanted. In this regard,
ORDBMS offer the possibility of linking external file system data with database data. This concept offers referential integrity, access control, and coordinated backup and recovery for database related file system data. A file system filter intercepts file system requests to the linked data
and, thereby, controls access (w. r. t. the database access rights). This means that design tools
may further access file system data, but the data is closer integrated with the database data. In
cases where the data written by tools is not in a binary format, it is, furthermore, possible to extend database search to external data. For example, search on (internal4) database data and
search on (external) HTML files may be combined by making the database engine interoperate
with external search engines via special extensions. Even modifications on external data are
possible (via the database interface), although these should be applied extremely carefully, in
order not to corrupt (external) data needed by tools in subsequent phases of the design process.
While we are extensively using the mechanisms mentioned in managing project data (data associated with a running development process), the management of experience data [8] is slightly
different. Here, as already mentioned at the beginning of this section, we decided to store experience elements exclusively as internal data, in order to achieve absolute consistency. Those data, created by a design process and considered to have a high potential of reusability (after a corresponding analyzing process) are relocated into adequate database structures and further on
considered as experience elements. For the primary experience data, as mentioned above, the
CLOB/BLOB mechanisms offered by ORDBMS are exploited.

4. From the viewpoint of the database engine.
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In order to support designers (or managers, respectively), who want to initiate a new design process, in finding experience elements suitable for reuse in the new process, each experience element is associated with a so-called characterization vector [8]. The characterization vector contains descriptions concerning all relevant aspects of corresponding reuse artifacts and spans
meaningful relationships among experience elements, or between experience elements and associated data in the project database. This enables us to offer comfortable search functions at
the experience base interface. We think it is crucial to offer a similarity-based search, since it is
usually not possible to specify queries exactly. Here, again, ORDBMS render a substantial contribution. Similarity functions can be realized as UDFs and, thereby, be ‘pushed under’ the
(SQL-)interface of the database system. Now, these functions can easily be used within database queries and a lot of work can be delegated to the database system. Furthermore, handling
these functions is still flexible enough, because most DBMS vendors (intend to) offer Java [2]
as a programming language.
Another advantage of ORDBMS, which is extensively used in our SE repository, is the usually
predefined infrastructure for connecting the database (application) to the WWW. Thus, appropriate interfaces for a distributed, heterogeneous system environment may be offered.
The facilities discussed so far, are some out of a number of advantages - all of which we cannot
discuss here due to space restrictions - of ORDBMS, which are extremely helpful in realizing
an SE repository and which, consequently, are extensively exploited in our approach.
Nevertheless, object-relational database technology is no panacea. There are many deficiencies
that must be overcome by providing additional system components. The basic question here is,
to what extent extensibility is the appropriate mechanism for realizing repository manager functionality. We think that there are many requirements of SE applications that are too complex to
be naturally ‘pushed under’ the database interface. As an example, let us consider versioning of
experience elements. Since versioning follows a certain model, the corresponding versioning
facilities cannot adequately be realized as database extensions without getting too large a ‘cognitive distance’ between the mental user model and the model implemented. Therefore, we decided to provide application servers which are (logically) located on top of the database system.
Our special concern in this regard is to show that application server functionality can be effectively provided by generic methods, as the following section is going to discuss.

3. VERSIONING AS AN EXAMPLE FOR GENERATED SERVICES
As already discussed in [12], there are very many facets that versioning models may differ in.
We think that many of the different concepts that lead to (lots of) different version models are
very application-specific. Consequently, a generic version model cannot support all applications properly, but rather serves some more, some less appropriately. Our goal is to be able to
support all applications by providing basic versioning facilities which may be refined and which
are the foundation for generating application-specific functionality. In Fig. 1 a graphical illustration of our generative approach called the SERUM5 approach [15, 16] is given.
If new versioning facilities are supposed to be generated, it must first be chosen from a set of
half-fabricated components. We call such a half-fabricated component a framework. The frame5. ‘SERUM’ stands for: SE Repositories based on UML
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work has to be customized by adapting, refining, completing, and specializing the chosen components (1). The customizing process takes advantage of object-oriented concepts, such as, for
example, subclassing (specialization), overloading, late binding of interfaces, etc. Several of the
reuse techniques identified in [9] are exploited in our approach. Each framework consists of two
parts, a technology-independent part containing so-called design patterns and a technology-dependent part containing so-called templates (see below). The result of the customization process
(including the application of design patterns) is a UML6 specification of the new repository
manager, which is stored in the SERUM meta-database (2). This UML-specification is used as
input for the SERUM repository generator (3), which generates the repository database schema, the customized tool API, and (several) application servers (4). Here, the previously mentioned design templates are exploited. SERUM design templates provide mappings of the given
UML model to the object model of different implementation technologies, like programming
languages (C++, Java, …), ORDBMS, strategies for architectural design (client-centric, servercentric, repository servers, caching and buffering strategies), and communication mechanisms
(CORBA, OLE, RPC, …). All the (generated) value-added data management services together
establish the new repository manager. Because we are using an ORDBMS, the repository database schema not only consists of tables, but also includes UDTs and UDFs. Sample UDFs are
the similarity functions supporting search on experience elements. Generated tool API functions
must meet the requirements of the associated design tools and allow for adequate access to the
generated services. Additional functionality, which cannot (or should not) be implemented neither at API level nor at database server level, must be implemented by specialized application
servers. For example, functions mapping the object structures of the specified versioning model
to the structures provided by the ORDBMS data model, or functions for synchronizing access
to versioned objects, are located at this level.
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Regretfully, due to space restriction, we cannot further detail the SERUM approach in this paper
and have to refer to the corresponding literature [15]. Nevertheless, the previous brief description should have shown that the enhanced modeling features, and, especially, the extensibility
features of ORDBMS are very beneficial in our approach. The repository generator reads all its
(input) specifications from the ORDBMS and integrates most of the functions it generates as
UDFS. For example, besides the already mentioned similarity functions, UDFs for version manipulations, for checkin/checkout, as well as for embedding version manipulations into objectoriented programming languages are provided this way.

4. RELATED WORK
Triton [11], one of the object management systems developed in the Arcadia project [19, 11, 18,
21], is based on the Exodus [5] database system toolkit. Heimbigner describes Triton as follows:
“It is a serverized repository providing persistent storage for typed objects, plus functions for
manipulating those objects” [11]. While we, on demand, link the stored data objects from the
ORDBMS to the file system, so that different (commercial) SE tools can use them, Triton uses
Remote Procedure Calls (RPC) for communication between client programs (SE tools) and the
repository. Obviously, it is very difficult, often even impossible, to make commercially available tools collaborate with the repository this way, since their source code is not available. As
a result, a variety of mediators [20] would have to be used in order to bridge the gap between a
repository like Triton and the tools to be applied in our environment. As we think, our approach
of storing experience elements as large objects within the database and making them available
in the file system as soon as they are to be accessed by tools, is easier to realize, easier to administrate, and, therefore, more practicable. Finally, as described in [11], versioning, another
important feature of our SE repository, is not supported by Triton.
In [3] a hybrid system for delivering marketing information in heterogeneous formats via the
Internet is described. An object-oriented client/server document management system based on
an RDBMS is used for storing the documents of the repository. Standard attributes, like creation
date, author, or a version number are automatically assigned to the repository entries by the document management system. Additional attributes, which further characterize a document, have
to be included as HTML metatags. Web servers are running search engines to index the repository with the help of these tags. Since we are not using HTML metatags in our repository, all
describing attributes are summarized in the characterization vectors assigned to each experience
element. Based on these characterization vectors, we offer tailored search mechanisms, including similarity-based search functions, for the different SE tasks, whereas the system described
in [3] offers the standard web functionality for search and retrieval.
The given examples illustrate the shortcomings and advantages of existing repositories based
on different DBMS and contrast them with our approach based on ORDBMS. A more detailed
discussion and a comparison with AI systems (like Case-based reasoning systems [1]) is, due to
space restrictions, beyond the scope of this paper.

5. Conclusions
In this position paper, we have discussed the potential of ORDBMS w. r. t. to the provisioning
of SE repositories handling both project data and experience data. We have shown that OR6
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DBMS can significantly contribute in this concern. The enriched modeling concepts and the extensibility features, especially, can directly be exploited for realizing repository manager functionality. For provisioning those facilities, e. g., versioning, which cannot exclusively be implemented by ORDBMS mechanisms, we propose the generative SERUM approach, which
effectively puts into practice the basic idea of reusability and, thereby, provides an efficient way
of provisioning repository manager functionality. Here, ORDBMS extensibility is again helpful, since (implementations) of generated functions can either adequately be managed by the
ORDBMS or interoperate with the ORDBMS.
As future work, we intend
• to refine concepts for generating repository servers, i. e., functionality the DBMS may not be
extended by,
• to take software versioning and configuration models as well as activity management models
[6] developed in cooperating subprojects of the SFB 501 as examples for generating repository manager functionality with the SERUM approach,
• to develop a flexible processing model for ORDBMS allowing to dynamically determine the
processing location (client or server) of an UDF managed by the ORDBMS,
• to validate our overall approach in sample software engineering processes.
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